In Computational Linguistics, building lexical-semantic networks and validating contained relations are paramount issues as well as adding some reasoning skills in order to enrich these knowledge bases. In this paper we devise an inference engine which aims at producing new "potential" relations from already existing ones in the JeuxDeMots network. This network is constructed with the help of a GWAP (game with a purpose) thanks to thousands of players. It handles terms and weighted relations between these terms, and currently contains over 2 million relation occurences. Polysemous terms may be refined in several senses (bank may be a bank>financial institution or a bank>river) but as the network is indefinitely under construction (in the context of a Never Ending Learning approach) some senses may be missing at a given time. The approach we proposed here is founded on the triangulation method through two kinds of inference schemes: deduction (topdown from generic to specific terms) and induction (bottom-up from specific to generic terms). A blocking mechanism, whose purpose is to avoid proposing highly dubious new relations, is based on logical and statistical constraints. Automatically inferred relations are then proposed to human contributors to be validated. In case of invalidation, a reconciliation dialog is undertaken to identify the cause of the wrong inference: an exception, an error in the premises or a previously undetected confusion due to polysemy on the central term common to both premises.
Introduction
Developing resources in NLP is one of the crucial issue of the field. Most of the existing lexicosemantic networks have been constructed manually, like for instance the famous WordNet. Of course some tools are generally designed for consistency checking, but nevertheless the task remains time consuming and costly. Fully automated approaches are generally limited to term coocurrences as extracting precise semantic relations between terms from text remains really difficult. New approaches involving crowdsourcing are flowering in NLP especially with the advent of Amazon Mechanical Turk or in a broader scope Wikipedia and Wiktionnary, to cite the most well known examples. WordNet ((?) and (?)) is such a lexical network based on synsets which can be roughly considered as concepts. EuroWordnet (?) a multilingual version of WordNet and WOLF (?) a French version of WordNet, were built by automated crossing of WordNet and other lexical resources along with some manual checking. (?) constructed automatically BabelNet a large multilingual lexical network from term coocurrences in the Wikipedia encyclopedia.
A highly lexicalized lexical-semantic network can contain concepts but also plain words (and multi-word expressions) as entry points (nodes) along with word meanings. The idea itself of word senses in the lexicographic tradition may be debatable in the context of resources for semantic analysis, and we generally prefer to consi..0 der word usages. By word usages we mean refinements of a given word which is clearly identified by locutors. A polysemic term has several usages that might differ substantially from word senses as classically defined. A given usage can also in turn have several deeper refinements and the whole set of usage can take the form of a de-cision tree. In the context of a collaborative construction, such a lexical resource should be considered as being constantly evolving and a general rule of thumb is to have no definite certitude about the state of an entry.
The building of a collaborative lexical network (or any similar resource) can be devised according to two broad strategies. First, it can be designed as a contributive system like Wikipedia where people willingly add and complete entries (like for Wiktionary). Second, contributions can be made indirectly thanks to games (better known as GWAP (?) and (?)) and in this case players do not need to be aware that while playing they are helping building a lexical resource. In any case, the lexical network that is built is not free of errors which are corrected along their discovery. Thus a large number of obvious relations are not contained in the lexical network but are indeed necessary for a high quality resource usable in various NLP application and notably semantic analysis. For example, contributorsdo not indicate that a particular bird type can fly, as it is considered as an obvious generality. Only notable facts which are not easily deductible are naturally contributed. Well known exceptions are also generally contributed and take the form of a negative weight for the relation (for example, In order to consolidate the lexical network, we adopt a strategy based on a simple (if not simplistic) inference mechanism to propose new relations from those existing. The approach is strictly endogenous as it doesn't rely on any other external resources. Inferred relations are submitted either to contributors for voting or to expert for direct validation/invalidation. A large percentage of the inferred relations has been found to be correct. However, a non negligible part of them are found to be wrong and understanding why is both relevant and useful. The explanation process can be viewed as a reconciliation between the inference engine and the validator who is guided through a dialog to explain why he found the considered relation as incorrect. A wrong inferred relation may come from three possible origins: false premises used by the inference engine, exception or confusion due to polysemy.
In this article, we first present the principles behind of lexical network construction with crowdsourcing and games with a purpose (also know as human-based computation games) and illustrated them with the JeuxDeMots (JDM) project. Then, we present the outline of an elicitation engine based on an inference engine using deduction and induction schemes and a reconciliation engine. An experimentation is then reported on the performances of the system.
Lexical Network and Crowdsourcing
There are many ways for building a lexical network considering some crucial factors as the quality of data, cost and time. Beside manual or automated strategies, contributive approaches are more and more popular as they are both cheap to set up and efficient in quality. More specifically, there is an increasing trend of using on-line GWAPs ((?) and (?)) method for feeding such resources.
The JDM lexical network is constructed through a set of on-line associative games. In these games, players are appealed to contribute on lexical and semantic relations between terms or verbal expressions which are presented in the network by the arcs interconnecting nodes in a graph. The informations in the JDM network are gathered by an unnegotiated crowd agreement (classical contributive systems rely on a negotiated crowd agreement).
JeuxDeMots: a GWAP for Building a
Lexical-Semantic Network JeuxDeMots 1 is a two player GWAP which aims to build a large lexical-semantic network (?). The network is composed of terms (as vertices) and typed relations (as links between vertices). It contains terms and possible refinements in a similar way to the WordNet synset (?). The semantic network is constructed by connecting terms by typed and weighted relations, validated by pairs of players. These relations are labelled according to the instructions given to the players and weighted according to the number of pairs of players who choose them. Other Web-based systems exist, such as Open Mind Word Expert (?), which aims at creating large sense-tagged corpora with the help of Web users, and SemKey (?) which makes use of WordNet and Wikipedia to disambiguate lexical forms referring to concepts, thus identifying semantic keywords.
Diko as a Contributive Tool
Diko 2 is a web based tool for displaying the information contained in the JDM lexical network which can also be used as a contributive tool. The necessity to not rely only on the JDM game for building the lexical network comes from the fact that many relation types of JDM are either difficult to grasp for a casual player or not very productive (not many terms can be associated).
The principle of the contribution process is that a proposition made by a user will be voted pro or con by other users then included or excluded by an expert validator. What we propose in this paper falls under this type of scenario of contributions/validations.
Elicitation by Inference and Reconciliation
We designed a system for augmenting the number of relations in the JDM lexical network having two main components: (a) an inference engine and (b) a reconciliator. The inference engine proposes relations as if it was a contributor, to be validated by human contributors or experts. In case of invalidation of an inferred relation, the reconciliator is invoked to try to assess why the inferred relation was found wrong. Elicitation here should be understood as the process to transform some implicit knowledge of the user into explicit relations in the lexical network.
Making Inferences
The core ideas about inferences in our system are the following:
• for the engine, inferring is to derive new premises (under the form of relations between terms) from previously known premises, which are existing relations;
• candidate inferences may be logically blocked on the basis of the presence or absence of some other relations;
• candidate inferences can be filtered out on the basis of a strength evaluation.
Deduction Scheme
In this paper, the first type of inference we are working with is the deduction or top-down scheme, which is based on the transitivity of the ontological relation is-a (hypernym). If a term A is a kind of B and B holds some relation R with C, then we can expect that A holds the same relation with C. The scheme can be formally written as follows:
Global processing -Let us consider a term T with a set of weighted hypernyms. From each hypernym, the inference engine deduces a set of inferences. Those inference sets are not disjoint in the general case, and the weight of an inference proposed in several sets is the incremental geometric mean of each occurrence. Logical filtering -Of course, this scheme above is far too naive, especially considering the resource we are dealing with. In effect, B is possibly a polysemous term and ways to block inferences that are certainly wrong can be devised.
If there are two distinct meanings of the term B that hold respectively the first and the second relation, as in the Figure ? ? below, then most probably the inference is wrong. In this case, a relation R -to be inferred-must fulfill some constraints as formulated below:
Moreover, if one of the premises is tagged as true but irrelevant, then the inference is blocked. Statistical filtering -It is possible to evaluate a confidence level (on an open scale) for each produced inference, in a way that dubious inferences can be filtered out. The weight w of an inferred relation is the geometric mean of the weight of the premises (relations (1) and (2) in Figure ?? ). If the second premise has a negative value, the weight is not a number and the proposal is discarded. As the geometric mean is less tolerant to small values than the arithmetic mean, inferences which are not based on two rather true relations (premises) are unlikely to pass.
Induction Scheme
As for the deductive inference, induction exploits the transitivity of the relation is-a. If a term A is a kind of B and A holds a relation R with C , then we might expect that B could hold the same type of relation with C . More formally we can write:
This scheme is a generelization inference. The global processing is similar to the one applied to the deduction scheme and similarly some logical and statistical filtering may be undertaken.
The term joining the two premises (called central term, in this case term A) is possibly polysemous. If the term A is presenting two distinct meanings which hold respectively the premises (as shown in Figure ?? ), then the inference done from that term may be probably wrong. Logical filtering can be formalized as follows:
Statistical filtering is possible, as for the deductive scheme to evaluate a confidence level.
According to the weight evaluation from the deductive diagram, the estimated weight for the induced relation is:
Performing reconciliation
Inferred relations, further to both induction and deduction, are presented to the validator to decide of their status: rather true, rather true but irrelevant, possible or mostly false. In case of invalidation, a reconciliation procedure is committed in the purpose to try to diagnose the reasons: error in one of the premises (previously existing relations are false), exception or confusion due to polysemy (the inference has been made on a polysemous central term) and initiates a dialog with the user. The latter is free to choose to pursuit the dialog partially, entirely or to choose not to start it. To know in which order to proceed, the reconciliator determines if the weights of the premises are rather strong or weak. This confidence is done by comparing the relation weight to a confidence threshold which is computed as the starting point of the long tail in the distribution of the relation. For the whole set of the outgoing relations from a term the long tail starts at the point where the cumulated weights of the relations of the tail is equal the cumulated weights of the relations which do not belong to the tail (?). In the case we have both relations (1) and (2) as trusted, the reconciliator tries, by initiating a dialog with the validator, to check at first if the relation inferred is an exception. If not, it proceeds by checking if term B is polysemous and finally checks if it is an error case. We check the error case in the final step because the confidence level of relations (1) and (2) made them trusted.
In the case of having a dubious relation either for (1) and (2), the reconciliator suspects that it is an error case and this relation was the cause of a wrong inference. So, the validator is asked to confirm or to disprove it. In case of refutation of one of the relations, we have an error. If not, we proceed with checking if it's an exception case or a polysemy.
Errors in the premises
In this case, suppose that relation (1) has a relatively low weight. The reconciliator asks the validator about the relation (1) .
• If is false, a negative weight is attributed to (1) and the reconciliation is completed. As such, this relation will not be used later on as premises on further inferences; • If it is true, ask if relation (2) is true and proceed as above if the answer is negative; • Otherwise, move to checking the other cases (exception, polysemy).
Errors as exceptions
For the deduction, if the validator indicates that the inferred relation is an exception relatively to the term B , the relation is stored in the lexical network with a negative weight along with a meta-information which indicates that it is an exception. In both cases of induction and deduction, the exception tag concerns always the relation (A R − −− → C). Once this relation is tagged as an exception, it will not participate as a premise in inferring generalized relations (bottom-up model) but can still be used in inducing specified relations (top-down model).
Errors due to Polysemy
In this case, if the middle term (B for deduction and A for induction) presenting a polysemy is mentioned as polysemous in the network, the refinement terms t er m 1 , t er m 2 , ..., t er m n are presented to the validator so he can choose the 
Experimentation
We made an experiment with a unique run of the engine over the lexical network of JDM. The purpose is to measure the production of the inference engine along with the blocking and filtering. From the set of supposedly valid inferred relations (both by induction and deduction), we took a random sample of 400 propositions for each relation type and undertook the validation/reconciliation process. The experiment conducted is for evaluation purpose only, as actually the system is running iteratively along with contributors and games.
Unleashing the Inference Engine
We applied the inference engine on around 23 000 randomly selected terms having at least one hypernym or one hyponym and thus produced by deduction 1 484 209 inferences (77 089 more were blocked). The threshold for filtering was set to a weight of 25. This value is relevant as when a human contributor proposed relation is validated by an expert, it is introduced with a default weight of 25. For induction, the inference engine produced 353 371 relation candidates. The table ?? presents the number of relations proposed by the inference engine through deduction. The different types for the second premise are variously productive. Of course, this is mainly due to the number of existing relations and the distribution of their type in the network.
The transitive relation is-a is the less productive which might seems surprising at first glance. In fact, this relation is already quite populated in the network, and as such, fewer new relations can be inferred. The figures are inverted for some other relations that are not so well populated but still are potentially valid. The agent semantic role (the agent-1 relation) is by far the most productive, with 30 time more propositions than what currently exists in the lexical network. 
Figures on Reconciliation
We observe that error number in premises is quite low, and nevertheless errors can be easily corrected. Of course, not all possible errors are detected through this process.The reconciliation allows in 5% of the cases to identify polysemous terms. Globally false negatives (inferences voted false but are true) and false positives (inferences voted true but are false) are evaluated to less than 0, 5%. For the induction process (table ??), the relation is-a is not obvious (a lexical network is not reductible to an ontology and multiple inheritance is possible). Result seems about 5% better than for the deduction process: inferences are valid for an overall of 80-95%. The error number is very low. The main difference with the deduction process is on errors due to polysemy which is lower with the induction process.
Conclusion
We presented some issues about inferring new relations from existing ones in a contributed lexical-semantic network in which word usages are discovered incrementally along its construction. Errors are naturally present as they might originate from games played on difficult relations, but they are usually spotted and corrected by contributors for terms they are interested in. To be able to enhance the network quality, we proposed an elicitation engine based on inferences and reconciliations. Inferences are here proposed with two different schemes (induction and deduction), along with a logical blocking and statistical filtering. If an inferred relation is proven wrong, a reconciliation is conducted to identify the underlying cause. As global figures, we can conclude that inferred deductive relations are correct and relevant in about 78% of the cases and correct but irrelevant in 10% of the case. Overall wrong deductive inferences is about 12% with at least one error in the premises of about 2%, exceptions about 5% and polysemy confusion about 5%. Induction is naturally less productive but more reliable. Beside a tool for increasing relations in a lexical network, the elicitation engine is both an error detector and a polysemy identifier. Actions taken during the reconciliation forbid an inference proven wrong or exceptional to be proposed again. Such an approach should be pushed forward with other types of inference scheme like abduction, and possibly with distribution evaluation of term semantic classes on which inferences are conducted. Indeed, some classes like concrete objects or living beings may be substantially more productive for certain relation types than abstract nouns of processes or events. Anyway, such discrepancies of inference productivity between classes are worthy to investigate further. 
